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Safe �ight envelope predition is essential for preventing airraft loss of ontrol

after the ourrene of sudden strutural damage and aerodynami failures. Consid-

ering the unpreditable nature of suh failures, many hallenges remain in the proess

of implementing suh a predition system. In this paper an approah to online safe

�ight envelope predition is proposed whih is based on retrieval of information from

o�ine assembled databases. One of the key steps of this approah is determining the

strutural damage state of the airraft by using the identi�ation, detetion and las-

si�ation methods presented in this paper. The estimated damage ases will lead to

strutural damage indexes in the database orresponding to those safe �ight envelopes

that are `losest' to the atual safe �ight envelope of the damaged airraft. The feasi-

bility of the proposed database-driven approah is proved by simulation results, where

three damage ases are suessfully deteted and lassi�ed.
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Nomenlature

Ax, Ay, Az = spei� fores along the body X/Y/Z axis, m/s

2

b = wing span, m

C = dimensionless aerodynami oe�ient

c̄ = mean aerodynami hord, m

Ixx, Iyy, Izz, Ixz = moment and produt of inertia

L, M , N = aerodynami moments along the body X/Y/Z axis, N·m

p, q, r = roll, pith, and yaw rate around the body X/Y/Z axis, rad/s

PDF = probability density funtion

S = wing area, s

2

SFE = safe �ight envelope

SNR = signal-to-noise ratio

V = airspeed, m/s

X , Y , Z = aerodynami fores along the body X/Y/Z axis, N

x = training example vetor

y = training target vetor

α = angle of attak, rad

β = angle of sideslip, rad

δa, δe, δr = ontrol surfae de�etions of aileron, elevator, and rudder, rad

ρ = air density, kg/m
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I. Introdution

Airraft loss of ontrol (LOC) has remained one of the dominant auses of fatal airraft aidents

over the past few deades [1, 2℄. LOC aidents are generally related to a signi�ant deviation of

the airraft from the nominal �ight envelope due to external hazards, tehnial failures and pilot

error [3℄.

The safe �ight envelope (SFE) is haraterized by aerodynami and kinemati models of the

airraft as well as ontrol authority, and represents the region in the state-spae in whih the airraft
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an be safely operated. Di�erent de�nitions of the �ight envelope are proposed in literature, see e.g.

[4�9℄. Widely used to prevent stall and potential strutural damage, the onventional maneuvering

envelope de�nes hard onstraints on speed and load fator.

In addition to these stati limitations, dynami envelope bounds an be established by deter-

mining the ontrollable, or reahable states given the ontrol authority of the pilot or autopilot

[5, 6℄. Reahability analysis provides a rigorous approah to atually alulate the dynami enve-

lope bounds [5, 6℄. In priniple, reahability analysis determines the omplete set of states that an

be reahed from a target set within a given time horizon while subjet to the system dynamis and

input onstraints. If the dynamis of the system are nonlinear, as is the ase with airraft, a non-

linear reahability analysis approah must be used [6℄. Nonlinear reahability analysis de�nes the

SFE as the intersetion between a forward reahable set and a bakward reahable set, see Fig. 1.

This intersetion indiates the region in the state-spae inside whih the airraft is guaranteed to be

apable of maneuvering from as well as returning to a trim set within a ertain time horizon [7�9℄.

During nominal �ight, these envelopes an be stored as a �xed part of a LOC prevention system

[4℄. However, they may no longer be valid after sudden failures or strutural damage, sine the

aerodynami properties of the damaged airraft would hange, often signi�antly. For example,

under the situation of wing damage, the maximum lift oe�ient dereases, whih results in higher

stall speed and lower maximum load fator. Therefore the overall maneuvering envelope will shrink

due to the hange in the aerodynami oe�ients, as is illustrated in Fig. 1. Under suh abnormal

onditions, the pilots need to aquire the redued SFE as quikly as possible, implying that the

onboard omputer must realulate the solution in near real-time.

Two signi�ant hallenges exist when updating the SFE based on reahable sets. The �rst,

fundamental hallenge is the result of the fat that nonlinear reahability analysis requires an au-

rate global model of the airraft dynamis to ompute an aurate SFE. In the presene of failures

and damage, measurement data required for online system identi�ation an realistially only be

obtained in a limited region around the urrent �ight ondition beause the impaired airraft may

not be able to maneuver freely without exiting the new SFE, thereby ausing the very problem the

system is intended to prevent. Hene, the onboard global model an only be updated loally in
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Fig. 1: The hange safe �ight envelope after sudden damage and failures

the diret neighborhood of urrent �ight state, with the remainder of the global model neessarily

assumed unhanged. Without a valid global model, however, the omputed SFE using nonlinear

reahability analysis will be inaurate.

The seond hallenge is more pratial in nature, and is the result of the very high omputational

ost of omputing the SFE using nonlinear reahability analysis with a realisti airraft model. All

urrent approahes su�er from the so-alled `urse of dimensionality' in the sense that they sale

badly (i.e. exponentially) with inreasing state-spae dimension, rendering them infeasible for online

implementations.

The solution that is proposed in this paper is to onsider retrieving the SFE from an onboard

database whih is onstruted o�ine and whih ontains the preomputed SFEs for various repre-

sentative fault and damage senarios. For eah representative damage ase, a global dynamis model

and its orresponding SFE are omputed o�ine and then stored in the database. Only database

retrieval is performed online, thereby irumventing the two above-mentioned hallenges assoiated

with diret online SFE predition. One of the key steps of this approah is to determine the index

into the database given an indiation of potential abnormal onditions of sensors, atuators and

airframe.

In aerospae engineering, fault detetion and isolation (FDI) methods are intensively used in

monitoring and diagnosing the health of airraft sensors and atuators, and providing updated

information for ontrol systems [11℄. In general, FDI methods rely on either hardware redundany or
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analytial redundany [12℄. Sensor faults are usually diagnosed by a hardware redundany approah,

while faults in atuators are deteted based on mathematial models and estimation tehniques.

These tehniques have been well developed and applied to airraft [13℄; in this paper it is therefore

assumed that faults in sensors and atuators are deteted by advaned FDI systems. The problem

this paper seeks to address is the assessment of strutural integrity of airraft after sudden damage

like the partial loss of wings and tails. This issue has not reeived muh attention in literature.

One reason for this is that repeated destrutive experiments on large-sale strutures like airraft

is very ostly at best and infeasible at worst, and as a result there is very limited data available

for analysis. However, a number of non-destrutive CFD and wind tunnel experiments have been

onduted [14�17℄ to satisfy the expanding need for damaged airraft models. Moreover, there

is ample literature on non-destrutive strutural health monitoring (SHM) tehniques [11, 18, 19℄

using vibration-based inputs, mode shape urvatures and material properties based on �nite element

models.

Inspired by the tehniques and methods used in SHM, a di�erent approah for online detetion

and lassi�ation of strutural damage is proposed in this paper based on a framework for mahine

learning and pattern lassi�ation [20℄. The featured inputs to the lassi�er are the stability deriva-

tives identi�ed from the well-known `two-step method' [21℄. In this way, strutural damage to any

main part of the airraft an be deteted and estimated. Aordingly, the estimation result is used

to generate an index into the database with stored SFEs. The retrieved envelope will then be used

to drive an adaptive envelope protetion system.

The ontribution of this paper is a novel proedure for online lassi�ation of strutural damage

from loally estimated aerodynami parameters after failure ourrene. The results from the las-

si�ation are used to aess a database ontaining stored SFEs for di�erent representative damage

ases. The novel proedure thus is a key element of the database-driven online safe �ight envelope

predition method, indiated as �DEFEND�.

The paper has the following outline. In Se. II, a general framework of the DEFEND system is

given. In Se. III, the proess of aerodynami parameter identi�ation based on two-step method

is introdued. The methods of aerodynami anomaly detetion and damage lassi�ation using
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identi�ation results are proposed in Se. IV. The method is demonstrated and validated through

simulation results shown in Se. V. Finally, in Se. VI, the future work of database retrieval method

is brie�y introdued, followed by disussions and onlusions in Se. VII and Se. VIII.

II. System Overview

The general proess of the DEFEND system is illustrated in Fig. 2, where the onboard system

is supported by two o�ine databases. It is learly shown that the realization of online SFE pre-

dition is strongly onneted to the database retrieval system, and a reliable online identi�ation

proess is essential for suessful retrieval from the database. As displayed in Fig. 2, ommands

from the onboard �ight ontroller are �rst sent to �ight atuators as well as the FDI module to

monitor the health onditions of the atuators. If any failure happens (e.g. hardover, jam), it will

soon be deteted by abnormal residuals between the atual outputs of atuators and the expeted

values alulated from their mathematial models [12℄. Meanwhile, onboard sensors are also being

monitored by advaned FDI tehniques suh that any sensor faults an be quikly deteted and

ompensated for [13℄. New measurements of �ight states and responses are sent to the system iden-

ti�ation module whih uses the two-step method [21℄ to update the airraft model. At the �rst

step, the airraft states and sensor bias are estimated by a Kalman �lter or other advaned state

estimators based on airraft kinemati models.

Next, the nondimensional fores and moments along eah axis are alulated using the estimated

states and sensor information, whih provides the input to the seond step of the two-step method,

i.e. the estimation of stability derivatives by using a reursive least squares method. For damaged

airraft, it is likely that the onventional model struture has hanged, so a model struture seletion

sheme is used [22℄. Aording to a series of experiments and reports [14�17℄, the aerodynami model

is diretly related to the integrity of airplane's omponents and strutures. Hene, the alulated

dimensionless fores and moments are used to initiate an online aerodynami anomaly detetion

proess, whih works by omparing the output of nominal �ight models with the urrent output

measurements. If there are any abnormal hanges to the fores and moments, ontrol inputs will be

given in an e�ort to ounterat the indued motion, reating su�ient input exitation needed for
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Fig. 2: The general framework of DEFEND: a database-driven safe �ight envelope predition

system

the identi�ation of the hanged loal model. Meanwhile, an alarm will be generated that triggers

the damage lassi�ation to determine the position and sale of the possible damage based on the

newly-identi�ed stability derivatives. However, online identi�ation an only update the model in

a loal region around the urrent state due to the limited exitation provided by small maneuvers

after damage. The onboard lassi�ation proess needs to retrieve the o�ine training knowledge

of various global damage models and �ight onditions stored in the database. One the damage

ase is estimated, this information will be provided to the database as an index to retrieve a set

of andidate SFEs. By applying database retrieval shemes and interpolation algorithms, a unique

SFE is obtained that is losest to the urrent damage situation. The obtained SFE an then be

presented to the pilots and utilized by the fault tolerant ontroller to generate new ontrol laws.

Under this general framework, the fous of this paper is the damage detetion and lassi�ation

based on estimated non-dimensional aerodynami oe�ients (double-framed bloks in Fig. 2), whih

will be thoroughly disussed in Se. IV and Se. V with simulation results. Additionally, future

work on database retrieval and SFE interpolation methods (shaded bloks in Fig. 2) is introdued

in Se. VI, whih will omplete the loop of DEFEND system.
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III. Aerodynami Parameter Identi�ation

The preondition of a reliable online envelope predition system is an aurate plant model,

obtained by an e�ient system identi�ation method. The method used in this paper is the two-

step method in the time domain, where the estimation of �ight states and aerodynami oe�ients

are separately dealt with. Sine the researh is aimed at lassifying airraft strutural damage,

the fous is on the seond step of the two-step method, in whih the identi�ation of hanged

aerodynami oe�ients is key to diagnosing damage.

The airraft model used in this paper, shown as the plant in Fig. 2, is the Cessna Citation lab-

oratory airraft (abbreviated as PH-LAB) operated by the Delft University of Tehnology and the

Netherlands National Aerospae Laboratory (NLR). PH-LAB is a twin-jet business airraft designed

and onstruted by the airraft manufaturer Cessna [23℄. In this paper, the aerodynami model of

PH-LAB is identi�ed from the online input/output �ight data generated by a high-�delity MAT-

LAB/SIMULINK environment, whih inorporates the nonlinear airraft model with aerodynami

look-up tables identi�ed from real �ight tests (Fig. 3) [24℄. The simulation environment is alled

`DASMAT', whih is the abbreviation of `Delft University Airraft Simulation Model and Analysis

Tool'. DASMAT is used in our researh to simulate, analyze and ompare the dynami behavior

of damaged and undamaged airraft given di�erent ontrol inputs and strategies [25℄. During the

simulation it is assumed that the generated �ight states have been preproessed by the state esti-
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mation step and that the measurements are free from sensor bias and external disturbanes. The

simulated states are then used to alulate the dimensionless aerodynami fores and moments of

the airraft [22℄:
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The e�et of strutural damage mainly is a ombination of aerodynami hanges and mass (and

inertia) shifts [26℄. However, mass properties, though oupled with fores and moments, seem not

have a substantial e�et on �ight harateristis relative to the aerodynami and ontrol e�ets,

aording to reent wind tunnel experiments in whih a large asymmetri mass hange (physial

separation of an engine) was modeled [15℄. Diretly measuring or even numerially estimating

hanged mass properties after strutural damage is urrently not feasible. However, the damage

detetion and lassi�ation method presented in this paper does not neessarily require the exat

value of fores and moments, but only the aerodynami e�ets of the damage. In this sense the

e�ets of hanged weight and inertia are lumped with that of the aerodynami hanges, and the

mass and inertia in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are assumed onstant.

Aording to Fig. 3, the alulated dimensionless oe�ients are used to identify the aerody-

nami model parameters. Sine in real �ight as well as in DASMAT simulations the aerodynami

models are blak-box, a model struture needs to be estimated through a model seletion sheme

based on the input and output data. The model struture in Eq. (3) is seleted for identifying

the aerodynami model of the Citation airraft from simulation data, where eah model parameter
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orresponds to one of the ontrol and stability derivatives:

CL = CL0
+ CLα

α+ CLq

qc̄

V
+ CLδe

δe

CD = CD0
+ CDα

α+ CD
α2
α2 + CDq

qc̄

V
+ CDδe

δe

CY = CY0
+ CYβ

β + CYp

pb

2V
+ CYr

rb

2V
+ CYδa

δa + CYδr
δr

Cl = Cl0 + Clββ + Clp

pb

2V
+ Clr

rb

2V
+ Clδa

δa + Clδr
δr + Clαα

Cm = Cm0
+ Cmα

α+ Cmq

qc̄

V
+ Cmδe

δe

Cn = Cn0
+ Cnβ

β + Cnp

pb

2V
+ Cnr

rb

2V
+ Cnδa

δa + Cnδr
δr

(3)

The estimation method used in this paper is a reursive least squares method. Variable forgetting

fators are used to enhane the in�uene of new data when the model parameters suddenly hange,

as well as mitigating ovariane matrix saturation under a steady state ondition. A more in-depth

overage of this tehnique an be found in [27℄.

IV. Damage Detetion and Classi�ation

To ensure the reliability and safety of the airraft, an onboard health monitoring and assessment

system is essential. Most malfuntions normally our in engines, sensors, atuators as well as

airframe omponents like wings and tails [3℄. Sine onboard devies and indiators have been

developed in the past for various failures [12℄ in engines, atuators and sensors [13℄, this is outside

the sope of the urrent researh. Instead, the main fous of this paper is on strutural failures,

i.e. the damage to a ertain part of the airframe or atuators, where the aerodynamis hange on a

global sale, and the stability derivatives related to the strutures need to be re-identi�ed. Sine the

global aerodynami model is not in�uened by other non-strutural failures, the damage assessment

an be performed independently.

Strutural health monitoring (SHM) tehniques for large plants are an ative �eld of researh

[19℄. SHM tehniques aim to detet and lassify omponent faults like fatigue raks, frition, and

loose joints by applying mahine learning algorithms [28℄ like neural networks and fuzzy logi on

observation data aquired from large arrays of sensors. However, onventionally used vibration-based

tehniques employed in SHM are urrently not available for airraft due to the lak of neessary

sensors. Moreover, a failure has ourred, it is more useful from the perspetive of �ight envelope
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predition if the strutural damage is assessed on a higher level, i.e. to deide whih `main' part of

the airraft (e.g. fuselage, wings, vertial tail) has been ompromised.

Inspired by the tehniques and methods used in SHM [11℄, this setion proposes a novel way of

deteting and lassifying airraft damage by using loally estimated aerodynami stability deriva-

tives to o�ine train a damage lassi�er with a supervised learning approah [20℄. The data for

o�ine training is obtained by running dynami simulation experiments based on several pre-de�ned

strutural damage ases. During training, the lassi�er produes deision boundaries or surfaes

that divide the measurement spae into several damage lass regions. After training, the lassi�er

uses online estimated aerodynami stability derivatives to assign, in real-time, the urrent damage

ondition to one of the damage lass regions. As a proof of onept of the new approah, three

representative damage ategories are hosen; horizontal stabilizer damage, vertial tail damage, and

wing damage, respetively.

A. Aerodynami E�et Modeling of Strutural Damage

In order to determine the damage lass, the aerodynami harateristis of eah damage ase

must be modeled as aurately as possible. In the `ideal' ase, this requires data from systematially

onduted �ight experiments with damaged airraft, whih for obvious reasons is problemati to

obtain. Most experiments are therefore based on subsale models in the wind tunnel [17℄ and CFD

experiments [29℄. In reent years, the Generi Transport Model (GTM), a 5.5% sale model of a

ommerial airraft has been the subjet of a series of extensive wind tunnel tests undertaken by

NASA [14, 15℄ for the exploration of loss-of-ontrol events [16℄. In these experiments, the damage

was modeled in the form of partial or omplete tip loss of the three major parts of the subsale GTM

model that provide the aerodynami fores and moments: the horizontal stabilizers, the vertial tail,

and the wings. Also, preliminary work on damage modeling has also been performed using digital

DATCOM, where the aerodynami harateristi of a Cessna Citation airraft with various levels

of vetial tail damage was modeled [30℄.

It an be onluded from these experiments that eah damage ase results in unique aerodynami

e�ets on the airraft and hanges in di�erent stability derivatives. The experimental results of
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horizontal stabilizer damage [14℄ shows that the damage auses signi�ant hanges to longitudinal

stability, whih is indiated by the hanged value of Cmα
and Cmq

. Additionally, due to geometri

asymmetry a slight inremental rolling moment is observed with the inreasing value of Clα . The

vertial tail damage mainly results in a steady hange in lateral fores and diretional stability

indiated by the values of CYβ
, Cnβ

, and Cnr
[30℄. For wing damage experiments onduted in

[14, 15℄, the most important observation is the redued lift fore and the inremental rolling moment

indued by unequal normal fore ontributions from left to right wings. Also, the e�etive dihedral

Clβ is a�eted due to wing tip loss.

Another important onlusion from the experimental data is that the hanged aerodynami

oe�ients an be simply approximated by magnitude saling, and the hange sale on di�erent

levels of damage an be alulated as:

hange sale∆C =
Cdamaged − Cundamaged

|Cundamaged|
· 100% (4)

By analyzing the wind tunnel data, it an be assumed that the relation between the hange sale

of eah aerodynami oe�ient and the perentage of tip loss is approximately linear. Therefore,

in order to model the hange sale of oe�ients for di�erent levels of damage, linear interpolation

is used based on the alulated hange sales of experiment data [14�16, 30℄. In this paper, �ve

damage levels ranging from 10% to 50% are modeled for eah of the three typial damage loations

on the Cessna Citation airraft. The interpolated hange sales of eah a�eted stability derivative

under various damage levels are listed in Table 1. In our simulation environment of the Cessna

Citation airraft (DASMAT), the aerodynami model is stored in the form of look-up tables. The

aerodynami model for the damaged airraft is obtained by a linear saling of the nominal model

aording to the interpolated hange sales listed in Table 1:

CXdmg
= (1+ △ CX)CX0

CYdmg
= (1+ △ CY )CY0

CZdmg
= (1+ △ CZ)CZ0

Cldmg
= (1+ △ Cl)Cl0+ △ Clαα Cmdmg

= (1+ △ Cm)Cm0
Cndmg

= (1+ △ Cn)Cn0

(5)

where, for example, CX0
denotes the original value in the look-up table of DASMAT, and CXdmg

denotes the modeled value for the damaged Cessna Citation airraft. The outputs of the nominal
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Table 1: Changed value of dimensionless fores and moments due to di�erent levels of damage

Left horizontal stabilizer tip loss Vertial tail tip loss Left wing tip loss

Damage Severity ∆Cmα ∆Cmq ∆Clα ∆Cnβ
∆CYβ

∆Cnr ∆CLα ∆Clβ
∆Clα

10% 15% 8% −3% −25% 8% 20% −5% 10% −10%

20% 25% 15% −5% −40% 15% 30% −10% 10% −10%

30% 30% 20% −10% −50% 25% 40% −15% 30% −28%

40% 45% 30% −12% −60% 30% 50% −20% 40% −36%

50% 57% 43% −15% −70% 40% 60% −25% 50% −45%

and damaged model are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, where the nominal model outputs are diretly

retrieved from the aerodynami look-up table. The modeled aerodynami e�ets of the Cessna

Citation display similar patterns to the wind tunnel results in [14�16℄, sine they share similar

on�gurations.
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Fig. 4: Aerodynami e�ets of di�erent levels of horizontal stabilizer damage

B. Anomaly Detetion

Anomaly detetion refers to the problem of �nding patterns in the data that do not onform

with expeted behaviors. In this researh anomalies are de�ned as abnormal values of observed

aerodynami fores and moments whih may indiate the ourrene of strutural damage. The

basi idea is to �t a probability distribution into the training set of normal data, based on whih

the data points that have very low probabilities are labeled as anomalies [31℄.
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Fig. 6: Aerodynami e�ets of di�erent levels of wing damage

In this paper, the normal data and abnormal data are de�ned respetively as the measured

dimensionless fores and moments of undamaged and damaged airraft. If the residual r(t) denotes

the di�erene between the measured output y(t) and an estimated output ŷ(t) omputed based on

the aerodynami model, i.e., r(t) = y(t) − ŷ(t), the mean of the residual E[r(t)] should be zero

in the no-damage ase, otherwise it will deviate from zero. In reality, however, the residuals are

orrupted by noise, unknown disturbanes, and unertainties in the system model [12℄. Therefore,

the distribution of the residual is used as the riterion for anomaly detetion beause the output

residual during undamaged �ight an be expeted to have statistis determined by the noise present

in the system [32℄.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, the distribution of the residual is alulated using data from a series

of experiments on the undamaged airraft. Eah training data point is the absolute value of the

residual, whih is used to �t a ertain distribution (e.g. Gaussian) by alulating the parameters of
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Fig. 7: The anomaly detetion proess during �ight simulations

its probability density funtion (PDF). The trained PDF is then utilized to evaluate the probability

density of newly measured data and deide whether it ontains anomalies or not. Take Gaussian dis-

tribution for example, the probability density of eah inoming new data point p(rnew) is omputed

aording to:

p(rnew | µ, σ) = 1√
2πσ2

exp

(

− (rnew − µ)2

2σ2

)

(6)

where µ and σ are the trained parameters of the Gaussian distribution of the undamaged airraft.

When damage ours, the sudden hange of fores and moments will result in a residual that has

a very low probability in the distribution of normal data. Anomalies an then be deteted using a

threshold, where y = 1 signi�es the potential existene of an anomaly:

y =















1 if p(rnew) < ε (anomaly)

0 if p(rnew) > ε (normal )

(7)

The threshold ε is determined based on a ross validation set of labeled examples inluding both

normal and abnormal data points [31℄. Sine eah of the six dimensionless fores and moments has a

separate hannel, the anomaly detetion an be proessed separately for eah hannel based on one

of the six thresholds, whih will be ombined to trigger the damage lassi�ation proess disussed

in the next setion.

C. Damage Classi�ation using Neural Networks

If the anomaly detetion algorithm indiates the existene of damage, further steps should be

taken to �nd the loation of the damage to the horizontal stabilizers, wings, and the vertial tail, and

subsequently assess the damage severity. However, two problems exist. One problem is that there
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is no expliit mapping, i.e., a preise analyti mathematial funtion that desribes the relationship

between the damage ondition of the airraft and the hanged aerodynami harateristis of the

damaged airraft. The seond problem is that even if the damage severity ould be estimated in

an analyti form, it may take one of in�nite values between 0% and 100%, whih makes database

building and retrieval of the orresponding SFE impratial. These problems are takled in this

paper by using pattern lassi�ation tehniques, where `patterns', or `lasses' spei�ally indiate

the damage situation of the airraft represented by disrete values with a hosen interval (e.g.

10%, 20%, 30%, ...). In this way the entire range of damage severity is deomposed into small

segments so that the damage severity an be approximated by these disrete values. Furthermore,

the mapping from identi�ed aerodynami oe�ients to the damage onditions an be learned from

a training proess. Therefore, the urrent damage ondition is estimated without expliit funtions.

The essential part of any pattern lassi�ation method is the training of the mapping from a data

set X to its assigned lass label set Y:

f : X → Y (8)

The lass label set Y, or target set, ontains k vetors y orresponding to k potential damage ases

(e.g. 20% tip loss of left wing). The data set X onsists ofm vetors x olleted fromm experiments,

eah n−dimensional vetor x

(m)
ontains n extrated features, whih are spei�ally de�ned in this

paper as the stability derivatives (e.g. Cmα
, Cmq

) identi�ed from eah of the k damage ases. If

k = 2 and y ∈ {0, 1}, the problem is redued to binary lassi�ation. Many methods are well

developed for binary lassi�ation suh as logisti regression and support vetor mahines (SVM)

[20, 33℄, and eah method has di�erent ways of omputing deision boundaries. In our researh,

however, more than two damage ases need to be isolated and lassi�ed, whih turns the problem

into multilass lassi�ation. This kind of problem an be solved by deomposition into several

binary lassi�ation tasks that an be solved e�iently using binary lassi�ers. In general, there

are two binarization shemes that are most widely used: one-vs-all (OVA) and one-vs-one (OVO).

Literature an be found omparing these shemes with various binary lassi�ers, and both of them

have their pros and ons depending on the lassi�er used and the size of the training set [34℄.

In this paper, a multilayer neural network is used for lassi�ation. One major di�erene of
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the neural network from other lassi�ers is that it an deal with multilass lassi�ation problems

by a single network struture [34, 35℄, where eah input unit represents one of the features in the

vetor x, and eah output label de�ned as y ∈ ℜk
represents one of the k lasses by setting only

one element in the vetor to be 1. A multilayer neural network [20℄ onsists of one input layer,

several hidden layers and an output layer, all interonneted by modi�able weights, and a single

bias unit that is onneted to eah unit other than the input units. Nonlinear multilayer networks

have great approximation power and an implement arbitrary deision boundaries. The deision

regions need not be onvex, nor simply onneted. The neural networks have two primary modes of

operation: evaluation and learning. For evaluation the input is simply passed through the network

to the output layer. For supervised learning of the network the network parameters (i.e. weights)

are modi�ed suh that the network output onverges towards a target output. For training the

weights of the multilayer networks the bakpropagation algorithm is used [20℄.

When strutural damage ours, some representative stability derivatives are extrated from the

identi�ed models as features for damage lassi�ation. The identi�ed parameters in every simulated

�ight test form a training set for eah typial damage ase, whih is used to generate deision

boundaries during the training proess. The rihness of the training set is one of the key fators

that determine the auray of the lassi�ation results. If the number of lasses is too small, the

estimation of the atual situation an be oarse and inaurate, while too many lasses may lead

to the problem of ambiguity and omplex implementations. Hene, the designed number of lasses

in the training set is a trade o� between desired numerial auray and physial restritions. For

eah new feature vetor xnew ∈ X extrated from an unknown damage ase, the lassi�ation an

be performed by �nding out its lass label ynew ∈ Y based on the trained mapping:

ynew = f(xnew) (9)

In this way the urrent damage severity an be lassi�ed and estimated based on the identi�ed

aerodynami parameters. In the next setion, it will be shown how the whole proess is implemented

via well-trained neural networks in a high-�delity simulation environment.
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V. Simulation Results

To simulate the in-�ight onboard identi�ation proess, output data is generated with the open-

loop DASMAT simulation model given doublet maneuvers of ±5◦ on elevators, ailerons and rudder

triggered at di�erent times, where the data is ontaminated by measurement noise (SNR = 25).

It is important to note that when damage happens in reality, the atuator inputs required for

exitation of the system for online system identi�ation are not spei�ed as doublets but generated

automatially by the onboard fault tolerant ontroller to ompensate for damage-indued exursions

from the referene trajetory. In that sense, the fault tolerant ontroller indiretly exites the system

by making e�orts to stabilize it. The inorporation of a fault tolerant ontroller is urrently not the

sope of this paper, but will be inluded in future work.

As is disussed in Se.IVA, the modeling of the aerodynami e�ets of damage in DASMAT is

based on the analysis of experimental (wind tunnel) data. In the simulation setup, the damage ases

and the orresponding hanges to the dimensionless aerodynami oe�ients are listed in Table 1.

It is illustrated in Fig. 8 how the training data is generated and utilized in the simulation of damage

lassi�ation. For eah damage ase, the stability derivatives that have the most dominant and

disernible e�ets are piked as lassi�ation features for the damage lassi�er, as listed in Table 2.

These features are estimated by the system identi�ation proess desribed in Se. III based on the

model struture de�ned in Eq. (3). First, doublet maneuvers along with simulated noise are used

as atuator inputs to the DASMAT model to generate the simulated responses of atual �ight. The

measurements of the dimensionless fores and moments CY , CL, Cl, Cm, and Cn are used as inputs to

the aerodynami model identi�ation algorithm. To test the performane of the system identi�ation

routine, three damage senarios are designed, whih are 30% tip loss of the left horizontal stabilizer,

20% tip loss of the vertial tail, and 40% tip loss of the left wing.

The �rst two subplots of Figs. 9, 10, and 11 show the time histories of dimensionless fores and

moments obtained by applying a doublet maneuver of ±5◦ on the atuators of the DASMAT simu-

lation model. The measurements and identi�ed values of the damaged airraft are denoted by solid

lines and dashed lines respetively, whih are ompared with measurements from the undamaged

airraft in solid-dashed lines. It is observed that the identi�ation algorithm sueeds in traking
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Fig. 8: The training and validation proess for damage lassi�ation

Table 2: Damage parts and the orresponding stability derivatives used as features

Damage part Features for lassi�ation

horizontal stabilizers Cmα , Cmq

vertial tail Cnβ
, Cnr

wings Clα , CLα

the measured value of dimensionless fores and moments of the damaged airraft and results in

satisfatory low identi�ation errors during the entire time span, as shown in 9(), 10(), and 11().

The identi�ation results of the stability derivatives along with their real values are displayed in

the seond row of Figs. 9, 10, and 11 for eah of the damage ases aordingly. It is noted that

the real values are extrated from the look-up table from the simulation model, but in real �ight

these annot be diretly read or measured from the airraft. The estimated values are expeted to

onverge to the real values during the identi�ation proess.

The ratio between the onverged oe�ients of the damaged and undamaged airraft indiates

the hange indued by strutural damage. It is learly shown that the identi�ed stability derivatives

quikly onverge to the hanged values, apturing the aerodynami harateristis aurately and

providing essential information for damage lassi�ation, whih is immediately triggered one the

anomaly detetion blok gives a positive alarm. The last row of Figs. 9, 10, and 11 shows the anomaly
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detetion results of three damage ases based on the residuals between the responses of damaged and

undamaged models desribed in Se. IVB. The upper plots of Figs. 9(g)(h), 10(g)(h), and 11(g)(h)

depit the absolute value of residuals between measured outputs and estimated outputs with respet

to time, and the probability density of the residuals omputed from Eq.(5) are displayed in the lower

plots. The inrease of the estimation error and the orresponding derease of its probability density

is observed soon after the damage is triggered. A threshold is used to apture the anomaly observed

in the data. Eah hannel has a separate detetion threshold and di�erent re-identi�ation time, so

the anomaly alarms are triggered individually, whih are displayed in Figs. 9(i), 10(i), and 11(i). It

is important to note that in the open-loop simulation, the time of hange detetion and anomaly

alarms are losely related to the time of maneuver exeution of the airraft. Hene, an updated model

identi�ed from su�ient input exitation is a key fator for a suessful anomaly detetion, whih

again leads to the future work of the appliation of fault tolerant ontrollers in the identi�ation

loop.

The results shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11 are identi�ation results from only one simulation

experiment onduted on the DASMAT simulation model. To generate a lassi�ation data set of

300 examples for eah damage part and damage level, 5400 simulations were repeatedly run with

the same input and noise level. The data set is divided into a training set and a validation set

with the proportion of 2 : 1, where eah data vetor ontains two features listed in Table 2. The

training builds on a base arhiteture of one hidden layer neural network with sigmoid funtions as

the ativation funtion. The output layer has six outputs with the softmax funtion as the output

transfer funtion. Various numbers of hidden nodes ranging from 3 to 30 were experimented with

and the performanes were evaluated based on the validation data. In this simulation, the best

performane is given by the neural network with 10 hidden nodes. The training results of two

features based on this struture are displayed in Fig. 12, where six damage levels on three di�erent

parts of the airraft are de�ned as lass labels. The blak markers represent the training data of

di�erent lasses, and the region of eah lass is demonstrated by di�erent olors. The auray of the

training results rely on the rihness of the training data. However, in real physial experiments the

generated data annot be sattered evenly throughout the grid sine data without physial meanings
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Fig. 9: Identi�ation and anomaly detetion results of 30% tip loss of left horizontal stabilizer.

The damage is triggered after 1 seond

are unlikely to be olleted in the �ight simulation as training data. Hene, it is important to note

that in Fig. 12 the training result on the boundary may not be aurate due to lak of training data.

To evaluate the performane of the trained lassi�er, validation experiments are onduted on

di�erent damage sales for a single damage loation. If data assigned to the orret lass are de�ned

as positive and the rest as negative, the validation results an be represented by four measures,

whih are the number of orretly lassi�ed positive data (true positive), orretly lassi�ed negative

data (true negative), mislassi�ed positive data (false positive), and mislassi�ed negative data

(false negative) respetively. Widely used riteria to evaluate lassi�er performane for lassi�ation
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Fig. 10: Identi�ation and anomaly detetion results of 20% tip loss of vertial tail. The damage is

triggered after 4 seonds

problems are preision and reall, whih are de�ned as [33℄:

Reall =
number of true positives

number of true positives + number of false negatives

Preision =
number of true positives

number of true positives + number of false positives

(10)

The evaluation results of the lassi�ers for eah of the damage ase are listed in Table. 3,

whih shows that the damage to any of the three main parts of the Cessna Citation airraft an be

suessfully deteted and lassi�ed under a moderate noise level (SNR = 25).
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Fig. 11: Identi�ation and anomaly detetion results of 40% tip loss of left wing. The damage is

triggered after 1 seond
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Table 3: Validation results of lassi�ation ( SNR = 25)

horizontal stabilizer vertial tail wing

Damage Severity reall preision reall preision reall preision

10% 95.15% 98.98% 96.57% 98.78% 98.98% 97.76%

20% 98.94% 98.51% 98.65% 99.88% 98.61% 97.89%

30% 99.00% 99.50% 97.86% 98.96% 99.50% 95.89%

40% 98.02% 98.50% 97.58% 98.66% 99.50% 96.98%

50% 99.05% 99.00% 99.76% 98.56% 99.00% 99.75%

In real �ight aidents, however, strutural damage may happen simultaneously to more than

one loation on the airraft. Sine it is impossible to list all the possible ombinations that might

our, the domain of damage loations is restrited to the three major parts investigated in this

paper. As is disussed in Se. IVA, the aerodynami e�ets of damage to di�erent parts of the

airraft are relatively independent from eah other and the ouplings, though they do exist, are of

little impat. As a result, the ombined forms of damage an be deteted and lassi�ed by using

separate training features, i.e. the dimensionless aerodynami oe�ients listed in Table 2. For

example, if one of the horizontal stabilizers and vertial tail are damaged at the same time, the

hanged dimensionless moment oe�ients aused by damaged horizontal stabilizers are Cm and

Cl, while for damaged vertial tail the most a�eted dimensionless fore and moment oe�ients

are CY and Cn. Hene, alarms in these four hannels will be triggered individually by the anomaly

detetion system. After that the orresponding lassi�ation proess will be initiated using training

results displayed in Fig. 12. In this sense the multi-damage identi�ation an be redued to several

simultaneous single-damage detetion and lassi�ation problems.

VI. Database Building and Retrieval

To support the online operations of the DEFEND system, two sets of databases are needed

for damage lassi�ation and SFE predition respetively, whih are depited in Fig. 13. In the

databases used for damage lassi�ation, eah entity ontains the training results based on pre-
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de�ned features and the data are retrieved aording to the urrent �ight onditions. The attributes

of the training results stored in the database vary in the training method and the binarization

shemes that are applied o�ine. For a multilayer neural network, the whole network struture

should be stored, inluding the number of layers and units, the weights between layers and the

types of ativation funtions et. Given new features with unknown labels, the training information

is retrieved based on urrent �ight onditions and new data are expeted to be lassi�ed into one

of the damage ases with a unique index number.

The database that ontains the pre-alulated SFEs is a key part in the main loop of the

DEFEND system, as shown in Fig. 2. The database takes in the index number of the spei�

damage ase identi�ed in the previous step and retrieves the orresponding SFE. Some earlier work

on the omputation of SFEs an be found in [7�10, 30℄, where SFEs are de�ned as the set-based

intersetion between the forward reahable set and the bakward reahable set alulated by the

level set method [5, 6℄. To illustrate how the hanges to aerodynami oe�ients a�et the shape of

the SFE, an example is presented in Fig. 14 for two di�erent sales of wing damage from whih it

an be learly seen that the hanges to the airraft model diretly in�uene the shape of the SFE.

Given ertain �ight onditions, one damage ase in the lassi�ation training set orresponds to one

SFE, whih is alulated from the global models of that damage ase obtained by wind tunnel and

CFD experiments. Following this method, the whole o�ine database of SFEs an be generated.

In real appliations of database retrieval for damaged airraft, however, safety should be inluded

as the primary onsideration in the proess of transforming the lassi�ation results, i.e. the damage

severity of a ertain part, into the most aurate �ight envelope that is guaranteed to be safe. Take

wing damage for example, suppose the atual damage is around 13% and is lassi�ed as 10% by the

trained neural networks. If the lassi�ation result is diretly used as the index to the database, a

SFE of 10% wing damage will be retrieved, whih is larger than the `true' SFE of the urrent 13%

damage given the fat that the SFE is ontinuously shrinking with inreasing damage sales [30℄.

In this way the retrieved SFE is less onservative and may lead to potential risks. For pratial

safety onsiderations it may be advisable to go for the most pessimisti SFE, whih points to the

20% damage level in this ase. If jd ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is the index of six damage levels from the
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Fig. 13: Online database retrieval and safe �ight envelope interpolation

lassi�ation label set {0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%}, and js ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is the index of the

orresponding SFE stored in the database, a simple but safe retrieval strategy would be like:

js =















jd + 1 if jd < 6

jd if jd = 6

(11)

On the other hand, however, this strategy may result in over-onservative and inaurate SFE

if the interval between eah lass is too large. As shown in Fig. 14, the gap between the SFE of

10% and 20% damage is not trivial. It an be onluded that the loser the disrete values of

damage levels are to eah other, the more aurate the SFE an be predited. However, the number

of designed damage sales is restrited by the limitations of physial experiments like wind tunnel

tests and simulations where data are ontaminated by noise. Therefore, a better approah might

be through online interpolation between two or more losest SFEs retrieved from the database, as

depited in Fig. 2 and Fig. 13. The interpolation algorithm depends on the numerial method of

omputing the SFE and its storing format in the database, whih is ongoing work. In general, the

retrieval of the SFE is extremely important to the implementation of the whole DEFEND system,

whih is the main fous of our future researh work.

VII. Disussion

The ultimate goal of this researh is verifying the feasibility of the proposed online DEFEND

system. Thus many pratial issues must be taken into onsideration during the proess of damage

modeling and simulation design. For example, due to the formidable pratial hallenge of �ying

damaged airraft, the model in the simulation environment is based on the wind tunnel results of

a sub-sale airraft model. In the on�guration of wind-tunnel experiments, the damage interval
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ranges from 7% to 25% tip loss for di�erent loations [14, 15℄, whih indiates the physial limitation

of making a sub-sale damaged airraft and onduting wind tunnel experiments with it. Moreover,

external noise and disturbanes are inevitable in real �ight, whih should also be modeled for the

damaged airraft. If the damage interval is too small, the aerodynami e�ets will be obsured

by the presene of noise and disturbanes, and what is left will be a set of data that is not well

suited for identi�ation and lassi�ation. On the other hand, the number of trained damage lasses

and alulated SFEs largely depends on the size of designed damage intervals. By using small

intervals, oarse results an be avoided during lassi�ation and safety an be guaranteed by a more

omprehensive database. Hene, in this paper, a realisti number of 10% for the interval of damage

severity is hosen to verify the appliability of the proposed approah. Future researh will fous

on SFE interpolation in order to enhane the auray of the envelope preditions.

As is disussed in Setion II, the online proess of the database approah is mainly omposed

of three parts: system identi�ation, damage lassi�ation and database retrieval. The system

identi�ation and damage lassi�ation algorithms presented in this paper easily run in real-time

on the DASMAT �ight simulator, indiating the feasibility of at least these parts of the omplete

system on �ight hardware. The �nal part of the system, database retrieval, is ongoing work that

will in the near future be veri�ed in the real-time simulator. It should be noted that database

tehnology by itself is a solution to fast retrieval of information from large amounts of data in real

life, whih is used in many appliations suh as searh engines and online shopping [36℄.
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This means that being e�ient in real-time is a dominant driving fator in the development of

databases in various appliations. Thus in our DEFEND system, the urrent information retrieval

methods are expeted to provide results in real time one the database is suessfully built o�ine.

At this point in time, a database ontaining 108 �ight envelopes has been onstruted based on

di�erent damage ases and �ight onditions. Preliminary work on database set-up and retrieval

strategy has shown the feasibility of database building o�ine. In the future the database will be

expanded with more data from experiments or aident investigations.

VIII. Conlusion

A database-driven online safe �ight envelope predition system is presented in this paper. With

the aid of o�ine onstruted databases, hallenges assoiated with obtaining the global model of

damaged airraft and high omputational ost of safe �ight envelope predition an be irumvented.

To �nd the orret index to the database, pattern lassi�ation tehniques are used to detet and

identify the damage state of the airraft using loally estimated stability derivatives as lassi�ation

features. Finally, a general sheme for database retrieval is provided, whih will lose the loop for

the omplete envelope predition system. It is obvious that the more informative the database is

designed to be, the higher the level of safety that an be guaranteed under damage indued upset

onditions. In this paper, three damage ases are onsidered as a proof of feasibility. Future work

will onentrate on more real-life damage senarios suh that the databases an be expanded to

ontain more damage ases. Another important issue is the interpolation of retrieved safe �ight

envelopes, whih is a urrent researh topi.
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